
TOEPLITZ OPERATORS ON H2 SPACES
BY

ALLEN DEVINATZ(i)

1. Let L2 be the usual Lebesgue space with respect to Haar measure (normalized

to one) on the unit circle and H2 those elements of L2 whose Fourier transforms

vanish on the negative integers. The unitary map which takes any element of L2

into its Fourier transform in I2 (the space of square summable sequences on the

integers) will take H2 unitarily onto /+ (the sequences of I2 whose values vanish

on the negative integers).

Let qb be a bounded measurable function on the circle group and P the projection

from L2 onto H2. By the Laurent operator L^ on L2 into itself we shall simply

mean the operator defined by L^g = qbg. The Toeplitz operator T¿ shall be PL¿

restricted to H2. The unitary Parseval operator from L2 onto I2 will induce

corresponding Laurent and Toeplitz operators on I2 and l\ respectively which,

of course, will be operators defined by convolution equations.

The space H2 is clearly the closure in L2 of the algebra A consisting of con-

tinuous functions on the circle group whose Fourier coefficients vanish on the

negative integers. The algebra A is a prototype of what in the past few years

has come to be called a Dirichlet algebra. As in the circle group case, a general

Dirichlet algebra A can be used to obtain L2 and H2 spaces and Laurent and

Toeplitz operators can be defined. We are interested in the question under what

circumstances a Toeplitz operator is invertible; i.e., is a one-one map of H2 onto

itself? We have solved this problem by showing that the problem of invertibility

of a general Toeplitz operator can be reduced to the problem of invertibility

of a special type of Toeplitz operator and that, in turn, this latter problem is

equivalent to a problem solved by Helson and Szegö [6].

The invertibility problem on the transform space of H2 of the circle group, i.e.,

the invertibility problem of Toeplitz operators on I2, is of course the problem of

solving a discrete Wiener-Hopf type convolution equation. Moreover, by a simple

transformation the solution of the problem on l\ leads to a solution of the usual

H2 type of Wiener-Hopf equation on the real line. The problem of invertibility

for I2., also using the ideas of [6], was solved in 1960 by H. Widom and announced

by him, in part, in [13]. Without knowledge of Widom's work, we subsequently

rediscovered his results and also found that the methods we had used would work
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for the general situation of Dirichlet algebras. We were also able to sharpen

some of Widom's results for the circle group case and these will be presented in the

last section(2).

For historical accuracy, we should point out that for qb real the problem for

H2 of the circle group was completely solved by Hartman and Wintner [4]. That

paper seems not to have been noticed by some of the more recent writers in this field.

2. Dirichlet algebras. In this section we shall state those theorems about

Dirichlet algebras which we shall need for this paper. General references are

[7; 10; 11].
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and A a closed subalgebra of C(X), the

space of complex continuous functions on X with the usual supremum norm.

A is said to be a Dirichlet algebra if (a) A separates points of X, (b) le A, and

(c) Re A is dense in CR(X), where Re A is the set of real parts of elements of A

and CRiX) is the algebra of real continuous functions on X.

Let M be the maximal ideal space of A and OeM. The Riesz representation

theorem gives a unique bounded non-negative regular measure du on the Borel

field of X such that for any fe A,

(2.1) /(0) = J/dp,

where / is the representation of/in CiM).

If 1 ;S p :g oo, V shall designate the usual Lebesgue space with respect to dp.

and for 1 ̂  p < oo, Hp shall be the closure of A in V. Hœ shall be the set of

essentially bounded elements in H1 with the norm taken as the essential supremum.

It is a simple matter to check that Hx is a Banach algebra.

Let A0 be the (closed) subalgebra of A consisting of those/for which /(0) = 0.

The space Hp, 1 ̂  p ^ oo, can be characterized as the collection of all elements

in IF which are annihilated by every measure/dp with/eA0. In other words,

g e Hp if and only if g e Lpand $xfgdp = 0 for every/e A0.

Several important theorems which are valid for the Hp spaces of the circle

group are also valid for the Hp spaces generated by a Dirichlet algebra. A version

of the Jensen formula, the factorization and minimum theorems of Szegö [8; 9]

and a closure theorem of Beurling [1] are valid in the general situation. We

shall list these below and refer to [7] for the proofs.

Theorem A. IffeH1, then

log|/(0)| ^ f  log\f\dp.
■ 'x

(2) Ina correspondence with Professor Widom, in July 1962, he also informed me that he

had lectured on his work in 1960 at the Institute for Advanced Study. I am grateful to Professor

Widom for freely discussing his unpublished results with me.
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If fe H1 we shall say/is an outer factor if and only if/(0) > 0 and

log /(0)=f  log|/|dAi.

Theorem B. Let w be a non-negative function on X summable with respect

to dp. A necessary and sufficient condition for w to have a unique representation

w(x) = \f(x)\2

a.e.-dp on X, with f an outer factor in H2, is that

log wdp > — oo.
J x

Theorem C. Let w be as in Theorem B; then

exp     logwdu = inf     \l + g\2wdp,
Jx «  Jx

where g ranges over elements of A0. The left side is to be considered zero if

§x\ogwdp = — oo.

Theorem D. IffeHx, j log|/| dp > — oo, then we may write

f=gh   a.e.-dp,

where h is an outer factor in H1 and geHœ  with \g(x)\ = 1 a.e.-dp. The de-

composition is unique. Further h = k2, k an outer factor in H2.

We shall say that an element g e if00 is an inner factor if and only if a.e.

k«| = i.
Theorem E. If f, IjfeH1, then f differs from an outer factor by a

multiplicative constant of unit modulus. Conversely, iffis an outer factor and

IffeÜ, then IjfeH1.

A result of Beurling [1] on invariant subspaces is also valid in the general

situation. A subspace S £ ffp is said to be invariant if and only if gS £ S for

every ge A.

Theorem F. Let feH2 and Sf the smallest closed invariant subspace con-

taining f. Then Sf = if2 if and only iff is, up to a multiplicative constant of unit

modulus, an outer factor.

From this result and the fact that outer factors in H1 may be factored into pro-

ducts of elements in H2 one may easily prove a corresponding result for H1.

3. The conjugation operation. Let X, A, M, dp, be as in the previous section.

If u e Re A, then there exists a veReA such that u + iveA. Since the constants

are in A we can choose v so that   ¡vdp — 0. Such a function v is unique a.e. - dp.
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Indeed, suppose vx is another such function; i.e., u + it>i eA and $ vxdp = 0.

It follows that v - vx e An Re A. But the only real functions in A differ from

constants a.e. This together with the normalization of v and vx shows that they

are equal a.e.

If u e Re A and v e Re A such that u + iv e A and ¡vdp. = 0, let us designate

by Cu the equivalence class of measurable functions which differ from v only a.e.

Call Cu the conjugate of« (more precisely, the conjugate of the equivalence class

of u) and C the conjugation operator. It is clear that C is a linear transformation

acting on the real linear space Re A and by linearity it can be extended to the

complex linear space Re A + i'ReA.

By means of a beautifully simple construction S. Bochner [15] has shown

that the Riesz conjugate function theorem is valid for C. That is to say, if

1 < p < oo then C is a bounded operator in the norm of IF. Using the regularity

of dp, this means that C can be extended, as a bounded linear operator to act on

IF into itself. In this context, the Riesz conjugate function theorem is as follows:

Theorem G. If 1 < p < co there exists a unique continuous linear operator,

Cp, taking IF into itself, such that for every fe II, \CTfdp = 0, and if ue Re A

r«ere exisrs a üin the equivalence class Cpu such that u + iüe A.

We should note that it is immediate that if 1 < r, s < co and/eLr n Ls, then

Cr/= CJ. Hence if/eLpfor all 1 < p < oo we will drop the subscript on the

conjugation operator and simply write Cf.

The proof of the following theorem follows the same line of reasoning as in the

circle group case. See [14, p. 257].

Theorem H. If u is real and measurable, and | u | ;£ 1, then

exp (A | Cu | ) dp. g AÁ < co

for 0 ^ X < 7t/2.

Proof. Suppose g = u + iü, where u e Re A, üeCu and | u | ^ 1. By expanding

exp ± iXg into a power series and using the linear and multiplicative properties

of the ideal 0 £ M, or by use of the Levy-Wiener theorem, we arrive at the fact that

J" exp ± iXgdp = exp ± iXgiO) = exp + iXûiO), where w(0) = \udp. Taking real

parts we get

exp + XCucosXudp = cosAm(O) ̂ 1.

Since exp21 Cu | ^ expACu + exp - XCu and cos^m^cosA for  |«|^1  and

0 ^ A < ji/2, it follows that

(3.4) expA|Ct/|dp^2/cosA.
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Suppose now that u is real and measurable and |u| 5¡ 1. Since dp is regular

we may find a sequence {u„} cRei such that | u„ | ^ 1 and u„ -* u almost every-

where. Then by Fatou's lemma

expX\Cu\dpS lim inf    expX| Cu„ \dp ^ 2/cosX.
J «-» CO        J

Corollary. If u is real and measurable and \u\ <n¡2 — e for e>0, then there

exists a 3 > 0 such that if 1 ̂  p < 1 + <5, exp(iu — Cu)eHp.

Proof. By the previous theorem it is clear that there exists a <5 > 0 so that if

0 ^ p < 1 + 5, then expp | Cu | e L1. Hence, if we can show that for every g e A

with g(0) = 0,

Íg exp (it/ — Cu)dp = 0,

then we are done.

There exists a sequence {«„} £ Re A such that | u„ | < rc/2 — e and w„ -* u a.e.

Since {exp Cu„} is uniformly bounded in IF, 1 ^ p < 1 + <5, it follows that for any

fixed p in this range there exists a subsequence {u„} of {u„} so that exp(/u„ — Cv„)

->exp(iu — Cm) weakly in II. There is a (5„ in the equivalence class Cv„ so that

i>„ + iu„ e A, and hence exp(ii>„ — vn) e A. If g e A with g(0) = 0,

= J gexp(ivn-Cvn)dp^0 = \ gexp(ivn — Cvn)dp^>     gexp(iu — Cu)dp.

4. The problem of Helson-Szegö. All of the definitions and results of this

section are due to Helson and Szegö [6]. Let R and S be manifolds in a Hubert

space H. Let

(4.1) p = sup{|(/|g)|,/e£MgeS,||/|| = ||g||=l}.

It is clear that O^p^l. Ifp<l, the manifolds are said to be at a positive

angle. It is an easy matter to check that 0 :£ p < 1 if and only if there exists

a 0 ^ a < 1 such that for every/e R, geS,

(4-2) 2(1 -a) ¡/¡I g ||g|/ + g ||2.

Suppose now that w is a real non-negative measurable function in L1. Let L2(w)

be the usual Lebesgue space with respect to the measure wdp. Let R = H2iw) and

S = Ñl(w), where H2(w) is the subspace of L2(w) generated by A and H2(w) is the

subspace of L2(w) generated by Ä0, where Ä0 is the set of functions which are

complex conjugates of those g e A such that g(0) = 0.

Let P be the projection of L2 on H2 ; i.e.,

(4.3) Pu = y[w + á(0) + iCu],
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where «(0) is defined by (2.1). Using the formula (4.2), it is easy to verify that R

and S are at a positive angle if and only if P is a bounded operator in L2(w);

i.e., R and S are at a positive angle if and only if there exists a B > 0 such that

(4.4) ¡Pu\\wSB\\u\\w.

Notice that from (4.3) it is almost immediate that C is bounded in L2iw) if and only

if P is bounded in L2iw).

If we set Pu =/, (/ - P)u = g then it follows from (4.4) that a necessary and

sufficient condition that H2iw) and H2iw) are at a positive angle is that there

exists a positive constant B so that either one of the two following inequalities

holds for every fe H2iw) and g e HqÍw) :

(4.5) \\f\\wúB\\f + g\\w,\\g\\w^B\\f + g\\w.

If Jlog wdp> — oo, then by Theorem C there exists an outer factor « e H1 such

that w = \h\. Under these conditions and taking — n ^ Argz < n we have

Theorem I. In order that H2{w) and Hoiw) be at a positive angle it is

necessary and sufficient that there exist an e > 0 and a geH00so that 1/geIF0

and | Arg gh\ < n\2 — s.

The proof follows the line of proof of Lemma 1 on p. 126 of [6]. However,

several points of the proof are somewhat different, especially the fact(3) that

l/geH™. Complete details will appear in [16].

5. The invertibility of Toeplitz operators. Our object in this section is to give

necessary and sufficient conditions that a Toeplitz operator be invertible. We

shall first do this for real kernels obtaining a generalization of a theorem of

Hartman and Wintner [4]. Our notations are as in the previous sections.

We first prove the following which generalizes Theorems (ii) and (iv) of

[4, p. 870].

Lemma 1. Let f be a real valued measurable function on X. Necessary and

sufficient conditions that the equation

(5.1) fix)gix) = l+hix) = kix)

have solutions g and h in H2 with /¡(O) = 0 are:

(i)  sgn/ is constant, a.e.,

(ii) fand I If are in L1.

Proof. Sufficiency. From (i) we may suppose without any loss of generality

that/S: 0. From (ii) we get from the Szegö factorization theorem (Theorem B)

(3) This was pointed out to me by my colleague 1.1. Hirschman, Jr. and his students Frank

Cholewinski and Jeffrey Davis in their seminar on Toeplitz forms. I am grateful to them foi this,

as well as for several other comments which materially improved some parts of the exposition.
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/= | k\2, k an outer factor in H2. Since ijfeL1 it follows that ljkeL2 and hence

by Theorem E it follows that 1/fe e H2. Hence, multiplying through by a suitable

constant if necessary, this gives equation (5.1).

Necessity. Multiply equation (5.1) by k to give

f(x)g(x)k(x) = \k(x)\2=fx(x).

Since £(0) = 1, it follows from Theorem A that j log fxdp ^ 0 and hence fx(x) ^ 0

a.e.-dp. Since g,keH2 it follows that gkeH1. From the fact that/and fx are

different from zero a.e. and real it follows that gk is real and hence must be constant

a.e. This already proves (i) since fx > 0 a.e.

The fact that g(x)k(x) = c a.e. gives g(x) = c/c(x)_1 and hence Jc_1eL2,and

consequently í¡f=gk~1 el}. Also, by the same reasoning, /= kgeL1 which

gives (ii).

Recall now that we define L^g = qbg and for g e H2, T^g = PL^g, where P is

the projection fromL2 onto H2. Designate the spectrum of the Toeplitz operator

T by tr(T^). The following theorem is due to Hartman and Wintner [4] in the

circle group case.

Theorem 1. If qb is real, bounded and measurable, then o(T^) = [ess. inf^>,

ess. sup<¿>].

Proof. Since T¿ is self-adjoint the spectrum must be real. Suppose ess.

inf qb < X < ess. sup qb and T^, - XI has a bounded inverse. Then for any

heH2 there exists age//2 such that (T^ - XI) g - h. Choose h = 1; then

(qb(x)- X)g(x)= 1 +k~(x), keH2, k(0) = 0. By the previous lemma qb(x) - X

must have constant sign, which is a contradiction. This shows that cr(T^)

3 [ess. inf qb, ess. sup</)].

Now, suppose X $ [ess. inf qb, ess. sup$], then </>(x) — X has constant sign,

| qb(x) — X | ¿i <5 > 0 and hence by Theorem B, we have

qbx = qb-X=±$il/, iPeH2,\i¡,\^o.

Hence, T# = ± T$Tr But T^ has a bounded inverse, namely Tx^ and hence so

does T¡¡¡ = T*. Consequently, T^ has a bounded inverse showing that

o(T¿) £ [ess. inf qb, ess. sup qb}.

We shall now shift our attention to a complex valued function qb and give

necessary conditions that T¿ be invertible.

Lemma 2. Let qb be a bounded measurable function on X. Necessary con-

ditions that Tç is invertible are:

(1) ess. inf|<p| >0,

(2) T+m is invertible,

(3) qbl | qb | - $$, where \¡i, 1¡\¡/ e H2.
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Proof. The assumption is that T¿ has an inverse. Hence, there exists a unique

geH2 such that T^g = 1. In other words, we have qb(x)g(x) = h(x) = 1 + £(x)

where fee//2 and £(0) = 0. Therefore, log|</>| +log|g| = log| ft j and since by

Theorem A, log | h | belongs to L1, it follows that log | qb | belongs to L1. Indeed,

since J log+ |g| ;£ J|g| < oo, if log|g|<£ L1 we must have JMog|g| = —oo

and hence J"log|<f>| = oo which is impossible. It follows from Theorem B that

we may write | qb | = xx, where x is an outer factor in HK.

If we set 9(x) = qb(x)¡ | qb(x) \ then we may write

(5.2) T+ = T-xTeTx.

Since x is an outer factor, by Theorem F the collection of elements of the form

Txp( = XP) f°r peX is dense in H2. By hypothesis, Tx has a bounded inverse,

namely T¿1TXT0. Hence it follows that the range of Tx is closed and consequently

all of H2.

The fact that Tx is invertible implies T*= Tx is invertible and therefore

Tw = TXTX is invartible. Theorem 1 implies that ess. inf | qb | > 0 which is

condition (1).

The fact that Tx, Tx and T^ are invertible implies Te and Te* = Ts are invertible

which is condition (2). There exist unique g, gx e H2 such that Teg = 1 and

Tsgx = 1; i.e., 0(x)g(x) = h(x) = 1 + z(x) and B(x)gx(x) = hx(x) = 1 + zx(x),

where z, zxeH2 with f(0) = zx(0) = 0. It follows that ggx = hhx and hence

ggi and /i/ii are a.e. constant. Therefore, by Theorem E all of these functions

and their inverses are, up to multiplicative constants, outer factors. Also note,

that from the fact that I/o = 9, that 9(x)h(x) = g(x) and hence from the (1-1)

character of Te, h(x)l(g)~ (0) = g(x). This gives (3).

Our object now is to prove the equivalence of the problem of Helson-Szegö

with the problem of invertibility of a certain class of Toeplitz operators.

Theorem 2. Let 9 = \ji¡\¡t, where \J/ and 1/^ are in H2, and set w = \\p\2.

A necessary and sufficient condition that Te be invertible is that

P = sup{|(/|g)w|;/eH2(w),ge/?2(w) ||/|| = ||g| = 1} < 1.

Proof. The range of Te is dense in H2. Indeed, (Teg| h) = §ghí¡/li¡/dp = 0 for

heH2 and all g e A implies hiplip eiH2)1- which in turn implies hi]/ is constant.

Since 1/i/r is outer, hip = 0 and hence h = 0.

Now, suppose p < 1 ; according to the discussion of §4, there exists a B > 0

such that

(5.3) ||/||w^B||/ + g|w,    feH\w),    geH20iw).

Since 1/i/re//2 it follows that every heH2 is of the form h=fij/ where

f=h¡i¡ieH\and every keiH2)\ is of the form g$, where geH1, g(0)=0.
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Since \¡> is an outer factor, from Theorem F we can find {/„} £ A, /„ \p -» « in H2.

Hence,

||/„-/|2wdp = J|/>-«|2dp^0

and therefore/e íí2(w). In the same way we can see that g e /?o(w).Consequently,

(5.4) \\g +f¡„=\\ítf +f$jz = lltf +LMMW2,

where L9 is the Laurent operator given by Le/c(x) = 6(x)fc(x). Since

Lgifty) — Te(J\p) e iH2)x it follows from the above discussion that we may find

g e Hoiw) such that

(5.5) LAM) = TeiJijJ) - #•

Using this g in (5.4), from (5.3) and (5.5), we get

(5-6) |/||w = \\fi¡,\\2£B A T9(/«A)|2.

Since every element of H2 is of the form f\p with/e J/2(w) it follows that Te has a

bounded inverse on H2.

Conversely, suppose T$ has a bounded inverse on H2. We may write

LAJii) = Te(J\¡/) - hip, where f\p e H2 and hip e iH2)x . Since Te has a bounded

inverse, there exists a B > 0 such that

(5-7) 1/IU = U/iA \\2ÚB\\hiP + LAfiP) ¡2 = B A TeifiP) ||2.

But since — hip is the projection of LAfip) onto (H2)x we have

(5.8) || hiP + LeifiP) \\2 è\\gip+ LAfi>) ||2 = || giP +fiP \\2=\\g +/|w

for any g^ 6 iH2)x . Hence (5.7) and (5.8) imply

(5.9) ||/||w:gB||g+/flw.

If fe H\w) thenfip e H2, and if g e H2iw), gip e iH2)x. Hence (5.9) holds for all

/eíí2(w)and geRliw). This, taken together with the results of §4, concludes

the proof of the theorem(4).

Let us now cast this result in a form which will lead to necessary and sufficient

conditions on a function <f> in order that T^ be in vertible.

Lemma 3. Suppose c/> is a bounded measurable function on X which is dif-

ferent from zero a.e. The operator T^^^ is invertible if and only if there exists

age If0 such that Ijge H°° and an s > 0 such that | Arg (gc/>) | ;£ tt/2 — £.

(4) We use the fact that l/y>eH2 only in the sufficiency part of the proof. If X is the circle

group and y> an outer factor in H2 and p < 1, then Theorem 1 of [6] implies l/tpeH2. In this

case, then, the problem of invertibility of Tq and the problem of Helson-Szegö are equivalent

in the sense that we do not have to assume a priori that 1/h> ei1. We have shown in [16] that

this is also true for a general Dirichlet algebra.
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Proof. Let v = Arg (gqb) and

G = e~Cv+,v.

It follows from the corollary to Theorem H that G and 1/G are in Hpfor some

p > 1. If we set

F = g"1G

it follows that for the same p, F and 1/F are in Hp. Now

FI\f\ =eiArgF= eiAr8*~'G = g'Ar*i""VArgG.

But eiAr8G = eiArg* • eiArg*, and hence

F/|F|-^*-*/|*|.

Since F and 1/F are in Hp with p > 1, it follows that F is an outer factor.

It follows from Theorem D that F = K2, K an outer factor in H2.

Take i/r = 1/K; then i¡/ and l/i^ are in Hq, q>2 and

«*-'$P-«"UlM'-'""-*/|*|.

Further, | Arg (g~11//2) | = | ArgG| = | Arg igqb) | g jt/2-e. Hence using Theorem

I and our previous theorem, we see that T^^i is invertible.

Conversely, suppose T^^ has a bounded inverse; then by Lemma 2,

qb/\qb\ = ip/i]/, i¡/, \¡\¡f e H2 and by Theorem 2 and Theorem I there exists a

ge//TO such that 1/ge//00 and an e > 0 such that |Arg (g~ V2)| è it¡2 - e. It fol-

lows that

Hence | Arg gqb | ^ %\2 — e.

Theorem 3. Suppose qb is a bounded measurable function on X. Necessary

and sufficient conditions that T^ is invertible are:

(1) ess. inf | qb \ > 0.

(2) There exists a geH00 such that 1/ge//00 and an e > 0 such that

|Arg gqb\ <Ln¡2-£.

Proof. The necessity follows from Lemmas 2 and 3.

The sufficiency follows from formula (5.2) of Lemma 2. Indeed, from (1) we

may write | </> | = zx> where x and 1// are in Z/00. Therefore, as the proof of Lemma 2

shows, T^ is inverible if and only if T^IW is invertible, and the invertibility of this

latter operator follows from (2) and Lemma 3.

Let us state this theorem in an equivalent but slightly different form.
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Corollary. //c/> isa bounded measurable function, then T^ is invertible if

and only if

where g, 1/g e H00, u and v are real with ueLœ and fl v fl œ < n¡2.

Proof. If c6 is of the given form, then setting h = e "+'" we see that ess. inf | « | > 0

and || Arg« fl „o < rc/2. Hence, Th is invertible by Theorem 3. Further

T,p = Th Tg,

and since Tf is invertible, with inverse Tx/g,it follows that T^ is invertible.

To prove the necessity, suppose T$ is invertible. According to Theorem 3

there is a g e H°° such that l/g e H°° and || Arg g~lc6 || œ < 7i/2. Hence,

Since ess. inf | c/> | > 0, w = log | g ~ *c/> | e L°° and also v = Arg g ~ '</> has the desired

property.

Corollary(5). IfX is the circle group, A the algebra of continuous functions

on X with Fourier coefficients vanishing on the negative integers and 0 the origin

of coordinates, then T¿ is invertible if and only if

0 = ye»+Hv+Cw)

where u, v, and w are real, u, w e L °°, fl v fl œ < 7t/2, and y is constant with \ y | = 1.

Proof. If 4> is of this form, set n = eu-w+i"and g = yew+iCw. Then g, 1/geH00

and c6 has the form of the previous corollary.

Conversely if T¿ is invertible, using the previous corollary and the fact that

every outer factor in Hœ of the circle group is of the form g = exp(w + iCw + id),

where w is real and in L00 and a is a real constant, gives the result.

Corollary. The spectrum of T¿ is contained in the closed convex hull of the

essential range of <p.

Proof. If X is not in the closed convex hull of the essential range of c6, then

it is clear that there exists an a such that || Arg {e'a(c/> - X)} fl œ < 7t/2.

In general the spectrum of T^ does not fill out the entire closed convex hull

of the essential range of c/>, as the reader may verify by any number of simple

counterexamples.

6. Some results for the circle group. In this section we shall assume that the

compact space X is the circle group, the Dirichlet algebra A is the collection

(5) This is the theorem obtained by Widom for the circle group. After this paper was written

we discovered it was valid for a general Dirichlet algebra by showing that any outer factor has

the form given in the necessity part of the proof. Details of this latter fact will appear in [16].
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of continuous functions on X whose Fourier coefficients vanish on the negative

integers and the maximal ideal 0 is the origin of coordinates of the complex plane.

It is easily checked that the measure dp is the Haar measure of X normal-

ized to one.

Theorem 4. Suppose qbisa measurable function on X and 9(x) a determination

of the argument of qb(x) which is continuous except for jump discontinuities of

magnitude ^ n, except possibly at one point (where the jump discontinuity may

have magnitude > n)(6). Then T^i is invertible if and only if all jump dis-

continuities have magnitude < 7t(7).

Proof, (a) Sufficiency. It may be easily shown [3, p. 832] that given e > 0 there

exists a set {Ik}\ of mutually disjoint open arcs in the circle X such that X — [J Ik

is a finite set of points and

sup   10(x) - 9iy) | < e.

This means there exists a ô > 0 such that the magnitude of the jumps of 0(x) are

< Ti — <5. If we take e=<5/2, it is clearly possible to find a continuously differentiable

function i¡/(x) such that | 0(x) — ip(x) | < 7t/2 - e.

Let us now proceed as in [6]. Let

g = ec"'-i*.

It is clear that g, l/geH00 and

8<P     _    ¡Argftf   _    -iip + W

Hence | Arg gqb | < 7t/2 — e and the sufficiency follows from Theorem 3.

(b) Necessity. Let us set J(y) = y for 0 !g y < 2n and then extend J periodically

to the whole axis. Suppose the jump discontinuities of 9 are at {eiyk}, where

the index k has been arranged so that the magnitude of the jumps are non-

increasing. Choose weights ak and n so large that upon setting

Me") = 0(e")exp ( i Î otkJ(y - yk) ),

a determination of the argument of qb„ can be chosen so as to be continuous with

the possible exception of jump discontinuities of magnitude less than a given

(*) The restriction on the magnitudes of the jumps of 0(x) is not an essential one since, if

thereexists a determination of the argument of qb which has only jump discontinuities, then there

exists a determination of the argument as in the theoiem,

(7) This generalizes Theorem IV of Widom [12] to the situation where the argument may have

a countable number of jumps. It also generalize Theorem 6 of Helson-Szegö [6].
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6 > 0. Part (a) of this proof shows that T^^ is invertible and hence we can write

4>nl\ <P„| = XnlXn- Indeed, from the proof of Lemma 3 and Theorem H, it follows

that Xn, ̂ IXn e Hq, where q -* co as e -* 0. Since THM is, by hypothesis, invertible,

we may write c/>/|c/>| = xlx, where x, l/xeiffor some p > 2.

Let us suppose (without loss of generality) that yx - 0 and that the magnitude

of all other jumps are ^ n. Let ctx = m + ß, where m is an integer and [ ß\ :g 1/2.

(6.1) — = elmy — —,

Xn X nn

where

llnAeiy) = yAi-etiff\il-e^-^r,
2

| otk | ^ 1/2, y„ is constant with | y„ | = 1, and — n/2 < arg(l — e") ^ jr/2. It is clear

that n„ and l\r\n are in Hp for 1 ^ p < 2 and therefore xi„ and llxi„ are in Hp for

some p > 1.Therefore, by making n sufficiently large, Xnlx^n^H1- But fr°m (6-1)

(6.2) Xnlxr¡n = eimyxJxtl,

and this is possible only if m ^ 0. On the other hand making n sufficiently large,

XnJXn £ H1 and from (6.1) we get

XVnlXn = eÍmyMnlXn

and this can be true only if m ^ 0. Hence we must have m = 0 and from (6.2)

we have Xnlx^n — C„ for « sufficiently large, where C„ is a constant.

Now, x and l/x^Hp for some p > 2 and given any 1 ̂  g < co, if n is suf-

ficiently large, /„, l//„ e H9. Hence, if n is sufficiently large, xJx and xlXn are in #2

which means n„ and l/nn are in H2. Hence all jumps must have magnitude < n.

This concludes the proof of the theorem.

Since this paper was written, H. Widom [17] has proved that the spectrum

of a Toeplitz operator defined on the H2 space of this section has a connected

spectrum. Using results of [16] his arguments extend to the Dirichlet algebra

situation.
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